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Abstract—To support the development in the automotive 
software engineering, the system architecture AUTOSAR was 
designed. The aim of AUTOSAR is to reuse the software 
functionalities decoupled from the hardware. This architecture 
is very complex because of a large number of parameters. These 
parameters need to be set individually for each application. A
huge amount of information about the configuration can be 
found in the official specification documents. To use the 
information of different AUTOSAR versions in a third-party 
tool, like testing- or E-Learning tools, a structured data store is 
required. This data store needs to be filled automatically. Our 
parsers provide structured data from two different sources. 
With this information new applications are conceivable.

Keywords—Automotive Software Engineering, AUTOSAR,
Database, Parser

I. MOTIVATION

For testing of AUTOSAR (Automotive Open System 
Architecture) [1] Projects, a prototype called ASTAS 
(Application Specific Test of AUTOSAR Systems) [2][5] was 
developed by the Professorship CE of TU-Chemnitz. In this 
Context the AUTOSAR knowledge base was designed [3][4].
ASTAS supports the development process by static analysis 
of source code and configuration as well as by dynamic test. 
These tests are generated in a semi-automated manner. The 
knowledge base contains data about AUTOSAR versions, 
platforms, modules of the BSW (basic software), function 
headers of the BSW-Modules and dependencies between
these modules [6]. The database is used for multiple tests of 
AUTOSAR ECUs by ASTAS (see [12]) and for an 
AUTOSAR E-Learning tool [10]. Moreover, this database is 
used to generate automated tests for education in software 
engineering [11].

To fill the database with AUTOSAR knowledge there was 
already an application [3] implemented for parsing the 
required data from the tresos installation files. Tresos [7] is a 
tool from Elektrobit for configuring the AUTOSAR BSW.
The database can be maintained manually to add more 
knowledge. To automate the parsing of the data to get 
information from other AUTOSAR versions, the existing 
parser has to be extended or a new parser based on the project 
data is needed.

II. CONCEPT
The required data corresponding to the structure of the 

knowledge base can be discovered in the tresos installation 
files and the AUTOSAR project.

A. Tresos installation parser
Elektrobit published a Version of tresos for each 

AUTOSAR version. The tresos installation files contains 
structured information about the official AUTOSAR 
specifications of all tresos configurable AUTOSAR modules.

There was already developed a tool, to parse the tresos 
installation files of AUOSAR version 3 and fill information 
into the AUTOSAR knowledge base [3]. To extend the 
existing tresos installation file parser, the application should 
be able to parse the data from all existing tresos versions and 
insert the data into the knowledge base. (see Fig. 1) Instead 
of overwriting already existing items they should be updated. 

Fig. 1. Parsing of information from different AUTOSAR versions 

Tresos is based on Eclipse and for every AUTOSAR 
BSW module there is an Eclipse plugin. The plugins can be 
found in the “plugins” folder under the installation path. In 
this folder each plugin has its own subfolder with a 
“plugin.xml” file in it. The function headers can be parsed
from the header files. The source and the header files from 
the basic software module are located in the folders 
“include”, “src”, “lib_include” and “lib_src”. The “config” 
folder includes configuration files in the Elektrobit specific 
“xdm” format. In addition to the parsing of multiple 
AUTOSAR versions the dependencies of the BSW modules 
can be also parsed from the installation data. To save this data
a new table has to be added to the knowledge base.

B. Project parser
The other way to get knowledge of the basic software is 

to parse an AUTOSAR project. Such a project realizes 
functionalities of ECUs (Electronic Control Unit) with the 
AUTOSAR architecture. The project contains a subset of 
information from the tresos installation files. The entry point 
for parsing the data is the “preferences.xdm” in the “.prefs” 
folder under the project root path. This file contains the 
relative paths to the configuration files from all BSW 
modules included by the project. The “preferences.xdm” also 
includes information about the target ECU. In the 
configuration files from modules are information of each
BSW module and the configuration data.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION

ASTAS was developed with the .NET-Framework and 
the programming language C#. To keep to the development 
from the existing projects as near as possible both parsers 
should be written in C# with the .NET-Framework.

To parse the configuration XML (Extensible Markup 
Language) files from the installation folder of tresos and the 
configuration files from an AUTOSAR project, the inbuilt 
LINQ to XML [8] functionalities from .NET are used. LINQ
(Language Integrated Query) [9] is a generic query language 
introduced by Microsoft. With LINQ it is possible to query 
data of various formats.

A. Tresos installation parser
The existing parser needs to be adapted to the tresos 

installation files of the AUTOSAR Versions 2 and 4.  For 
these small adjustments of the xml parser, the namespaces 
and the function parser were made. To discover the BSW 
module dependencies, the header and source files for each 
module has to be parsed for includes. If an include points to 
a different BSW module, the module under consideration
depends on the included module.

To save the parsed data in the database the scheme needs 
to be updated. A new table for the dependencies of the BSW 
Modules must be added to the database. In addition, a new 
table for the AUTOSAR BSW module identifier, which is 
defined in the official AUTOSAR specification, was added.
This table refers each BSW module from different 
AUTOSAR versions to the type and task of the module.

After parsing, the data must be inserted into the extended 
knowledge base. Already existing records must not be 
overwritten. Records with dependencies have to be inserted 
first. If the table already contains the record, the identifier of 
the existing record was used to reference this record to the 
dependent record. For example, if an AUTOSAR version 
should to be added but already exists in the knowledge base, 
the ID of the existing version is used to reference the BSW
modules added in the following.

B. Project parser
A new data structure based on the structure of the 

AUTOSAR knowledge base was designed for saving the 
parsed data from AUTOSAR projects.

In the “preferences.xdm” file, the ECU information has to 
be stored under the XML tags with the attribute 
“ECUCNature”. In addition to the name of the target ECU, 
“target” and “derivatives” are also included. These are known 
in the knowledge base as “Type” and “Revision” in the 
“Platform” table. The modules are located under the tags with 
the attribute "ModuleConfigurations". In addition to the name 
of the module, the path to the respective configuration file can
also be found here. With this knowledge the platform and 
partly the BSW module classes of the data structure can be 
filled. To parse the configuration files of the modules, the 
paths of the module configurations must be followed. The 
paths are seen relative from the project root directory. In these 
configuration files are the remaining attributes of the BSW
modules. These can be found under the tag with the attribute 
"CommonPublishedInformation". After the data is 
completely parsed, the data structure is temporarily displayed 
in a .NET PropertyGrid.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, two parsers have been developed which can 
read and structure the data from AUTOSAR projects and the 
tresos installation files.

With the tresos installation file parser it is possible to fill 
the knowledge base automatically. Thus, the AUTOSAR 
knowledge base was extended by the AUTOSAR versions 2
and 4. In Table 1, the current inserted data of the knowledge 
base is counted.

Table 1. Current dataset of AUTOSAR knowledge base

AUTOSAR
Version Modules Functions 

of modules

Dependencies 
between 
modules

AUTOSAR 2 35 934 25
AUTOSAR 3 48 1063 38
AUTOSAR 4 45 1523 57

The project parser makes it possible to analyse an 
AUTOSAR project and retrieve structured information. This 
simplifies the development of new ASTAS test modules. The 
ASTAS test module can include the parser and use the data 
as support to analyse the basic software.
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Abstract—Automated assessment in the context of education
has a need for processing and assessment of scientific writing
without human supervision. This paper aims to demonstrate
a way to integrate a text processing and analysis component
into a running Learning Management System for individual
and automated feedback generation. It combines the field of
distributed systems and web engineering with text analysis
technologies. The resulting proof of concept enables rapid roll-out
of this tool into test beds for further research.

Index Terms—automated feedback generation, learning man-
agement system, scientific writing assessment, text analysis,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Assessment of scientific writing may consume significant

amounts of time given the amount of text to be read and

principles of good feedback to be followed [1, pp. 2-3].

This leads to delayed feedback or feedback without in-depth

assessment for the students. However, feedback in time or with

more depth would be important to help students to improve

their performance. Supervised feedback may only be given

with fewer delays or more depth if it can be scheduled more

efficiently. There is a limit of how much optimization is

possible, since staff member count and available time is lim-

ited. Alternatively peer assessment might be used [2]. Further

optimization would be possible if fewer or no supervision

would be required.

This can be part of a general virtual mentoring strategy,

where the roles of virtual mentor agents resemble the roles

of human mentors. Mentoring generally includes the role

of knowledge and skill support [3], which can be called a

training role. Automation can help to analyze the texts and

give feedback so that the need for supervision can be reduced.

This can reduce workload for mentors and supervisors as

well as allow individuals in large groups of students to

receive feedback in time and possibly in more depth. It also

allows such individuals to receive additional feedback, that

would otherwise require more mentoring resources, that are

usually not available in conventional mentoring settings due

to financial, human or organizational constraints.

Approaches in the educational field have been made with

the Text–Model Inspection Trace of Concepts and Relations

1 2 This paper contributes to the publicly funded BMBF research project
tech4comp (16DHB2106) to which the authors are assigned.

(T-MITOCAR) software package [4]. It allows teachers to

visualize association graphs of the work of students. These

association graphs can be used to detect the coverage of

knowledge. As an extension for the context of scientific work

at universities this paper proposes the use of text analysis by

T-MITOCAR not only for the scientific work itself but also

for the used references so that coverage of these references

can be analyzed.

T-MITOCAR expects plain text as input, therefore for-

mat conversion is required beforehand. Additionally, scientific

work is different to school work in the way that it may use

multiple columns or complex layouts, which requires trans-

formation into running text. Conversion and transformation

can be consolidated into one processing task. With further

unification of upload, processing and assessment it is possible

to avoid media disruptions and to present a seamless platform.

Integration into running Learning Management Systems is a

missing piece in existing implementations.

A. Contributions

Our vision is, that automated feedback for scientific writing

can be generated by sophisticated text analysis. In order

to achieve this, two requirements must be met: technical

feasibility of a unified platform and fitness of T-MITOCAR

for relevant feedback generation. While the fitness of T-

MITOCAR for the purpose of automated assessment shall

be evaluated in future work, this paper concentrates on the

technical feasibility of a unified platform and contributes to

the following objectives in this context:

• Definition of an interface for text transformation of jour-

nal layouts to running texts

• Definition of an interface for the utilization of T-

MITOCAR for text analysis and assessment

• Unification of upload, processing and assessment to a

seamless platform

• Integration into running Learning Management System

These contributions will be demonstrated through a proof-of-

concept implementation.

The paper will continue with a presentation of related

work about T-MITOCAR and then show the concept and the
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description of the prototype implementation for the new tool

design. In the conclusion, all achievements will be stated and

limitations as well as the future outlook discussed.

B. Related work

Before the concept and the implementation is described, re-

lated work is discussed. Pirnay-Dummer and Ifenthaler already

recognized the important role of writing in “institutionalized

learning environments” and developed a tool set to “produce

instant feedback on semantic and structural aspects of the text”

[5, pp. 217-218]. They developed the T-MITOCAR tool set,

which originally gave graphical feedback, as well as web- and

text-based prototypes like TASA [5, pp. 218] or AKOVIA [6]

based on parts of the tool set.

They point out that limitations exist regarding the target

language, for which currently only German or English is

supported. Also, the algorithms might produce skewed results

if improper grammar or unrecognized synonyms are used [6,

pp. 245].

As T-MITOCAR only accepts plain text as input, text

conversion and transformation tools are required. Existing

tools in this field, that might support this task, include the

GeneRation Of BIbliographic Data (GROBID) library for

producing structured documents out of raw documents [7].

Such structured documents can be used to produce running

plain text with the relevant parts and in the correct order.

In addition to pure knowledge assessment, T-MITOCAR

and AKOVIA was also suggested for grading purposes, for

which significant correlations were present for certain subjects

[8].

For our use case parts of the T-MITOCAR tool set are

planned to be used for the purposes of virtual mentoring in

the sense of a training role. That use case will be described

in the following chapter in more detail along with a concept

for the whole system design before the paper will move on to

the proof-of-concept implementation.

II. CONCEPT

This section shows the use case and the tool design. Our

use case is centered around a student, who uploads a self-

authored scientific report along with references and receives

feedback for further improvement. This is a usual part of

seminar courses, which train the student how to do scientific

work.

Fig. 1. Use case diagram.

The use case diagram in Fig. 1 shows that the only human

actor involved is the student, thus no human supervision will

be required. When the student requests feedback, the system

must handle three activities: upload of the scientific report and

associated references, the conversion of provided documents

from the widely-used portable document format (PDF) to raw

text and finally the utilization of T-MITOCAR running on

an external server to acquire the feedback, which will be

composed based on the result by T-MITOCAR.

Fig. 2. System overview.

Fig. 2 shows the system which is composed of two com-

ponents. First component is a web-based form shown to the

student of our use case. It takes the report and references as

input and will eventually show the feedback to the student.

Learning Management Systems like the Online Platform for

Academic Teaching and Learning (OPAL) provide integration

interfaces for which the standardized Learning Tools Inter-

operability (LTI) standard was established [9]. This interface

makes it possible to run custom web-based software and have

it available as course elements.

An external server is considered as second component and

responsible for processing and feedback generation.

The whole process handled by this system can be divided

into five steps: upload of documents, conversion of PDF to

text, assessment by T-MITOCAR, and finally the feedback

generation and display. No media disruptions will be caused

as upload and feedback display will be all in digital form.

After upload, the web based form will send the input data

to a thin controller with the only responsibility to forward

the data to the processing controller residing on an external

server from which it will receive the answer. This processing

controller will therefore be solely responsible for processing,

assessment and feedback generation. Feedback display will

be executed by the web based form as soon as the answer is

received. PDF to text conversion transforms documents from

PDF to raw text and converts the layout to a running text only

previously divided into meaningful paragraphs. Based on this

transformed text, T-MITOCAR can create association graphs

for evaluation of the coverage of scientific fields and the used

references. It would also be possible to apply further measures

on the text. Feedback will be constructed and selected in the

final step using the assessment results. While T-MITOCAR
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will not generate text-based feedback by itself, the result of

T-MITOCAR will be used to generate such feedback.
In the next chapter, a prototype implementation of this

concept is described in more detail. The prototype will have

integration into a running Learning Management System and

interfaces prepared for interaction with the future implemen-

tation of the external server.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to demonstrate the achievement of the defined

objectives, it is required to proof the concept of a seamless

automated platform by a prototype implementation. It is

required to demonstrate, that the resulting tool has working

interfaces for future connection to the processing server, that

will handle transformation of the text and utilization of T-

MITOCAR, and that the tool can be integrated into a running

Learning Management System, which will be shown in the

following.
The implementation follows the components and steps of

the concept. The first step of the concept is realized as a

web-based form. It allows the user to submit the report in

plain text form and the references as PDF. The user should

have access to the plain text of his work so that there is no

need to do a transformation of the text for his own work.

Only the references must be transformed into running text.

The thin controller, which is the server running the web-based

form, for accepting the user upload is realized in the script

language PHP. An important part of the thin controller is the

role as a tool provider with LTI interface. It will handle the

LTI authentication and save the user data into a session, while

also a database is required to save some information during

authentication.

Fig 3. Web-based form

Fig. 3 shows the web-based form with the input and upload

fields as well as the start button. As soon as the student

clicks on the button the data will be submitted and the thin

controller will prepare a request encoded as JavaScript Object

Notation (JSON) with the report encoded as string and the files

encoded as Base64 to be binary safe. The request is sent to

an external controller which will execute the other steps and

generate the feedback. Execution of processing, assessment

and feedback generation is done sequentially with the proper

tools. T-MITOCAR is not integrated yet, but the interface

is working and will serve a static but similar feedback to

that expected from T-MITOCAR for demonstration purposes.

This is sufficient to demonstrate technical feasibility. Finally,

the feedback is sent back to a callback Uniform Resource

Identifier (URI) which will have the feedback attached in the

query string. The web-based form will display the attached

feedback to the user.

Fig. 4. Communication flow.

The diagram in Fig. 4 shows the flow between the user end-

point, the thin controller and the processing controller. Inter-

action with the database has been neglected for simplification.

The Representational State Transfer (REST) request looks as

follows. It has been defined as a JSON-based structure:

1: {

2: "action": "generate_feedback",

3: "payload": {

4: "user": ...,

5: "report": "...",

6: "references": [...],

7: }

8: }

Fig. 5. REST request.

It follows the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) pattern for

JSON where an action or method is defined and several

parameters are attached. The parameters shown in Fig. 5 in this

case are the user (ID), the report in plain text and the Base64

encoded references as an array of strings. This allows for
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future compatibility with emerging JSON-based web service

protocols or standards like JSON-WSP [10] or JSON Hyper

Schema [11].

With the information provided, an external server could

process the report and references, generate feedback and send

it back. Having achieved this proof-of-concept implementation

with an actual user interface shown in Fig. 3 and a working

back end implemented as described above, it is now possible

to discuss the result and the future outlook.

IV. RESULTS

We defined four objectives in the introduction which are

required to show technical feasibility of a unified platform

that itself is a requirement to achieve our vision of automated

feedback for scientific writing by sophisticated text analysis.

All objectives defined in the introduction have been

achieved and demonstrated through the proof-of-concept im-

plementation. Our first objective was to define an interface

for text transformation. This was defined in the concept and

evaluated in the prototype. A user can pass uploads to an

external processing controller, which could be running the

transformation. The second objective was also to define an

interface, but for the utilization of T-MITOCAR. Again, this

was defined in the concept and evaluated in the prototype.

After text transformation, any upload can be passed to T-

MITOCAR on the external processing controller for analysis.

With the developed prototype, all defined process steps are

unified to a seamless platform, which was the third objective.

Integration into OPAL via LTI was successful, so that it

can be demonstrated, that integration into running Learning

Management Systems works, which fulfills the forth and last

objective. This shows the technical feasibility of a unified

platform for automated feedback for scientific writing and

allows proceeding with our vision.

V. FUTURE WORK

Future work is planned to proof that T-MITOCAR can

provide useful results for automated feedback generation. In

relation to this, it is planned to research application of this tool

for computer science courses in test beds with real students.

This highlights another open question: compliance with data

protection law must be evaluated before use on real subjects to

ensure lawfulness of the tool. This includes the identification

of transmitted data as well as mechanics to gather consent of

subjects if needed.

There are possible limitations that might affect future use

of this tool. Apparent limitations will be the already pointed

out limitations by T-MITOCAR and additionally the problem,

that quality of references is not checked. An additional check

should be implemented in the future to improve the result.

This could be assisted by a white or black list of publishers,

by patterns for the use of different types of references or sim-

ilar metrics. Other metrics, including those acquired through

machine learning technologies, might be applied as well in the

future in addition to the results acquired through T-MITOCAR.

The processing server should provide interfaces or hooks to

enable plugins for further application of metrics. Also, the

suitability of T-MITOCAR for different scientific areas should

be evaluated.

VI. CONCLUSION

Despite the future work in mind, the current resulting work

is ready to be used for rapid roll-out of this tool base into

test beds. It provides the basis to spawn several tool sets

with integration into running Learning Management Systems.

With this basis, further research is possible and will be more

efficient.
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A. Sample 

















B. Measurement 

C. Data analysis 

A. Use of OER for Improvement of Curriculum and 
Teaching Methodologies 

1)  (R1),  
2) Google (R2),  
3) Slide Share, Prezi (R3)  
4) Blogs (R4) 
5) YouTube (R5) 
6) Web site of ITPD, itpd.mn (R6) 
7) Web site of MIE (R7),  
8) MECS site, econtent.edu.mn (R8) 
9) Web site of EEC, (R9).  
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A. Use of OER for improvement of Curriculum and 
teaching methodologies 
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The International 
Review of Research in Open and Distributed Learning, 

International Review of Research in Open and 
Distributed Learning, 

Research in Learning Technology, 
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Journal of International Cooperation in Education, 
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Scale Percentage % 

A. Motivation through ICT  

“I can 
clearly understand the topic through images. So I feel 
motivated.” 

“I get involved in ICT class. Because I get to know 
real life events and can apply it in real life also.”  

B. Better understanding through ICT  

“I understand science more in ICT class.” “Basic 
concept is more understandable in ICT and it is easy to 
understand.”  
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C. Ways of learning  

“Sometimes I cannot understand what sir is saying. But by 
watching the video or pictures I can easily understand the 
matter.” 

D. Learning quickly through ICT  

“When sir showed us that if we put a pencil in a glass of 
water, it seems broken. It helps me to understand that it’s 
happening because of refraction. If sir just told us about ,
I could not get it, but as I saw it, I got it soon.”  

E. ICT vs. Book  

“The cell division of living organisms is very difficult 
chapter. In text book, it is written in tough language. So we 
cannot understand it. When I saw it as a video and picture, I 
easily understood it.” 

F. Issues related to use of ICT  

“There is only one bad side that is health problem. If I watch 
video on the screen for a long time, I face problem in my 
eyes and many students have headache.” 
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Abstract—In highly autonomous driving, most of the vehicle’s
advanced functionalities are controlled by digital platforms. The
increased use of complex software-based implementations has
raised various challenges for the automotive industry, where high
performance and network throughput, continuous integration,
etc. are just some abstracted examples. To fulfill the complicated
requirements and fast-changing market needs, the industry is in
a transition from the traditional V-Model to the adoption of agile
development process, where continuous integration of software
foundation is a must for rapid prototyping and faster time to
market.

Index Terms—ARA, Continuous Integration, Agile, Automo-
tive, Software Development Methods

I. INTRODUCTION

Cars or vehicles which were pure mechanical elements

have partly transformed into complex electric and electronic

systems. The reliability, efficiency, and overall performance

of the cars have raised exponentially with these changes. The

automotive domain is experiencing a shift in paradigm as

digital processing, perceiving and communication technolo-

gies are emerging stronger. The highly autonomous driving

is demanding complexity management and high-performance

clusters [1].

The AUTOSAR Classic Platform is the standard for deeply

embedded ECUs [3], and it has been very successful at

standardization. It provides full specifications for hard real-

time ECU in body, comfort, and chassis domains. However,

this architecture suffers many limitations when it comes

to supporting hardware with high-end embedded computing

power, dynamic deployment of applications, updates-over-the-

air, as well as reliability for autonomous vehicles [4] and the

classic version cannot cope up with these requirements. Hence,

AUTOSAR consortium has released a new architecture [5] [6]

to deal with the increasing needs of modern applications. The

standard also focuses on defining a complete methodology

for software development process and use of different data

artifacts that are generated at intermediate stages. Adaptive

AUTOSAR [7] aims at leveraging the advanced technologies

to deliver a robust, dynamic and scalable platform for future

high-performance automotive software.

A. Traditional development process and agile

Requirement 
Specification

System Design

SW Components
Design

Code 
Implementation

System Testing

Unit Testing

Integration 
TestingOEM

SW Supplier

Incremental  Development Inc
rem

en
tal

  V
eri

fic
ati

on

Fig. 1. V- Model Development Process [2]

The traditional methodology for software development in-

volves the use of V-Model where the process is based on

sequential phases of development as shown in figure 1. The

time to get the software model working and deployed with the

V model is significantly high as the product can’t be released

until all phases have been completed. Also, the testing cycle

of the development is at the end of the process, which makes

it a make-or-break situation. With the fast arising demands,

the automotive industry needs to deliver products within a

shorter time scale, and the current development methodology

has limited capabilities in solving these challenges. Therefore,

change in working methodologies is needed; it requires an

incremental deployment approach that provides rapid response

to changes and allows a continuous software development

through iterative cycles [7].

The agile development process has been successfully

adopted in many domains and yielded expected results. It uses

iterative and incremental deployment focuses on the division

of the requirements into multiple builds or iterations as shown

in figure 2.

With the aforementioned development process, managing

the iterations or build becomes easier and allows superior
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OEM

SW Suppliers

SW Component

Software Platform
ECU Software

Iterative
Development

Fig. 2. Agile Development Process [2]

control on the process. The target is to produce a working build

in the first iteration and subsequently improve the modules in

the further ones, to serve end requirement. It is based on the

idea of delivering working software frequently, and therefore,

it requires the adoption of continuous integration [8]. However,

the orientation of the software delivery and integration of

the ECU software may vary since it usually depends on

agreements and the type of contract between OEMs and

SW Suppliers, where safety requirements also mentioned. To

maintain safety, after each iteration safety analysis (SA) can

be done. ”we can use meta-data with high integrity to fulfill

the safety requirements from design time to run time” [9].

II. STATE OF THE ART

Various methodologies have been adopted to avail seamless

integration methods over time. One such example is mentioned

in [10], where a rapid prototyping concept for ADAS appli-

cations using classic AUTOSAR. In [11], it has been shown

how OTA using the GENIVI platform was achieved.

App A App B App .....

Application

Vehicle

Adaptive ECU

AUTOSAR Adaptive Application Layer

AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform Services

Service Provider
UCM

Backend Repository

Update Proxy

Package Version
Repository

Update Processor

OTA Manager Tool

Fig. 3. Current State of Adaptive AUTOSAR [1]

The adaptive AUTOSAR update mechanism has shown in

figure 3 [1]. Dynamic management of the system resources

and the underlying communication. The development team

should find the right balance among flexibility and safety for

the system. A dedicated team of developers looks after update

and configuration management.

III. CONCEPT

Continuous Integration(CI) is a software development

method where developers regularly integrate their work during

the work-day in the central source repository. Besides, the CI

workflow needs a complete build of the system and execution

of unit tests at every code integration step to verify that the

latest changes do not cause disruptions in the overall system

[12] [9]. Also, building and testing should be automated to

enable developers to continue their work without waiting for

building and testing time [13] [14] [15]. Following are the

main advantages of CI: [16]:

• Easy detection and removal of bugs

• Faster and automated integration

• Test execution and report collection on target platform

• Enables frequent release of new software updates

A standard continuous integration flow is shown in figure 4.

Developers
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Changes

Accept
Changes

Trigger
Automation

Server

Notify Tests
Results

1 3
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Test Results

ECU SW 
Image

Custom SDK 
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&

 Deploy-
ment

ECU Hardware 

SDK 
Verifi-
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System
Build

Run

Jenkins Integration 
&

Automation Server

Integration and 
release Management 

Team

Test
 Results

Basic Repository 

5
4

4

4

2
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Fig. 4. Concept

As shown in the concept, developers will be able to retrieve

(check-out) the recent version of the code from source control

and add new code from that version. They can bring new

source code into the shared source repository several times

a day. The server checks the new additions at each code

integration. Then, a fully automated build of the system is

performed to detect build issues at each commit and maintain

a working version of the system. In case of a build failure, the

developers get notified, and they can take necessary actions to

resolve the errors. It follows the phase of automated testing,

SA which is an essential part of the CI chain. Automated

testing assures that the software meets the mandatory require-

ments and executes with the desired performance. Finally, the

test results and a report is submitted to the developers [2].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A continuous integration workflow of a sample project was

implemented. The objective of the project was the develop-
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ment of an ECU that executes a sample Adaptive AUTOSAR

Application on Raspberry Pi 3B.

A. Source Code Management

GitLab is used for the projects as source code management,

and Jenkins tool has been adopted for the integration. All

software modules and the part of the software were stored

in a distinct GitLab repository. Using various repositories was

a key consideration for better modularity, and each release of

the software has better version control.

B. Build Environment

The build environment was based on the Yocto Project,

which uses OpenEmbedded [17] , an automation framework

for building cross-compilation based on Linux. The Yocto

meta layers have been cloned from open source repositories

into the project directory. These also include the meta layers

needed to build the selected target hardware. However, pro-

prietary meta layers would have been required for advanced

hardware. Using the open source tool Jenkins [18], the build

system was automated; it permitted a fully configurable en-

vironment, including pre-and post-build functions. The build

was done on a physical machine consisting of 4 CPUs and 8

GB RAM, which stored all cached documents as well.

C. Workflow

To build the ECU image, developer clones the current

working repository on a local machine. Add new code or

modify the existing code and commit the changes to the

respective repository. Once the changes have been made, a

system build is triggered automatically. It builds the ECU

software image, generates the test results, and sends those

results to integration and release management team for the

review. After the changes have been approved and added to

the repository, the whole system build was triggered. It was

then possible to perform system level testing on the single

physical hardware by deploying the image into the ECU and

running tests. For testing of applications locally on the system,

application specific simulation environment was generated.

Later, the results of the testing activities were sent to the

integration and release management team for the acceptance

[2]. And after approval, software application was integrated

then deployed on target using shell script.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, the benefits of agile over the traditional de-

velopment process were explained. CI pipeline for incremental

deployment of application has been successfully implemented

and tested. Where In the first cycle, sample adaptive applica-

tion was deployed on the target hardware. In the next cycle,

over the air application update was done.
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Fig 1: Different Specification of Traffic Light Sign [2] 
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A. Situation Awareness 

B. Traffic Light Recognition 

A. Hardware

        (a)                                                 (b)  

Fig 2: The “CE-Box”(a) & The “BlackPearl” (b) 

Fig 3: “CE-Box” front panel connections

Fig 4: : “CE-Box” front panel FSM’s
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B. Software 

C. System Architecture 

Fig 5: System Architecture Layer 

Fig 6: System Architecture 

Fig 7: Implementation Algorithm 

A. Results 
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Fig 8:  Red traffic light sign recognition 

Fig 9: Green traffic light sign recognition

Fig 10: Real world traffic light sign recognition 
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